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FOREWORD

THIS publication has been prepared as a contribution toward solving some of the forestry
problems with which owners of woodland are confronted. Forest conditions and details and
methods of forest management on one property, the Eli Whitney Forest, are set forth here in
the hope that the recital may provide a helpful object lesson.

Forest management is scarcely initiated in the United States. On most forest tracts it is
either not practiced at all or else is in the early stages of organization. Thousands of land
owners should begin such work on their own holdings. The biggest task to-day confronting
those who wish to conserve our forest resources consists of getting private owners started in
forest management and in creating, among the people who do not own forest land, a sympa
thetic understanding of the situation. For this reason the attempt has been made to present
what has been accomplished on the Eli Whitney Forest in a way that is interesting not only to
the forester but, what is more important, to the private owner of forest property.

Illustrations have been used freely in order to bring before the reader the character of
the forest and the operations which are carried on. With the exception of the frontispiece all
illustrations have been placed at the end of the text, and appropriate references are made
throughout the text to individual plates. The illustrations are arranged so as to advance pro
gressively with the text and are accompanied by full descriptions which often give additional
details. The photographs were taken especially for this bulletin by P. J. Meyer, of the Simonds
Commercial Photo Company.

The compilation, printing, and distribution of this bulletin is made possible through funds
provided for the advancement of applied forestry under the Charles Lathrop Pack Foundation
at Yale and through special gifts from Irving W. Bonbright and Starling W. Childs, B.A.

Yale 1891.





THE ELI WHITNEY FOREST

INTRODUCTION

THE territory within which the Eli Whitney Forest lies is representative of the oak region of
Connecticut, New Jersey, and southeastern New York. It is representative not only in respect
to general forest conditions and climate but also economic and social conditions.

The property is owned by the New Haven Water Company, a private corporation supplying
water to the city of New Haven, Connecticut, and to the surrounding territory. It is the largest
private holding in a region where private holdings of small size are characteristic. The munici
pal water boards and private water companies in the region usually own forest land adjacent
to their reservoirs. Forest land so owned, however, forms only a small proportion of the total
forest area of the region. The large size of the Eli Whitney Forest and the strength and per
manence of its ownership make it an excellent demonstration forest, capable of furnishing a
variety of object lessons in forestry applicable on tFacts of various sizes. Forestry problems
of the large and of the small owner are in principle essentially the same, though details of
solution may vary with the individual tract.

A special value of the Eli Whitney Forest as a demonstration area arises from the rela
tively long time during which forestry has been applied. Small portions have been under man
agement since 1900, while a large part of the property has been under management since 1907.
A period of 20 to 30 years is relatively short, as viewed in the light of the total time required
to grow a crop of trees from seed to maturity. These few years, however, represent virtually
the entire span of the practice of forestry in America. This tract has been under sustained yield
management for a longer period than any other forest tract in America known to the authors.

The New Haven Water Company was organized in 1849. At first relatively small areas of
land other than reservoir sites were acquired. Purchases of land began on a large scale after
1900. Buying has been especially rapid during the last eight years. During this period the
holdings have approximately doubled in size and now comprise over 20,000 acres of land
exclusive of water surfaces. The map opposite page 14 shows the location of the lands, all of
which lie within a 19-mile radius from the center of New Haven.

In Table I, approximate figures for the areas owned, exclusive of water surfaces, are given
for each of the ten watershed divisions into which the Eli Whitney Forest is divided.

Soon after the establishment of the Yale School of Forestry in 1900, the necessity devel
oped for finding forest lands near the city of New Haven upon which to conduct field work
and research. It was found that many of the most accessible and best timbered tracts were
owned by the New Haven Water Company. In 1901 arrangements were made with this com
pany whereby the wooded lands on a single tract of about 250 acres near the Maltby Lakes
were placed under the management of the Yale School of Forestry. In the autumn of 1907 the
New Haven Water Company decided to practice forestry on their entire holdings, which then
comprised over 8,000acres. With this idea in view the cooperative arrangement with the Yale
School of Forestry was extended to all the company's lands. Professor Ralph C. Hawley, as
the representative of the Yale School of Forestry, was appointed forester for the New Haven
Water Company.
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Dairy and poultry farming, market gardening, and orcharding are the more important agri
cultural pursuits. All agricultural interests combined are subordinated in importance to manu
facturing. In common with Connecticut as a whole, the New Haven region is primarily an
industrial center. A wide range of products are manufactured, with those connected with the
metal trades leading. The manufacturing industries use wood in a variety of fonns, usually as
a minor raw material, for containers or for repairs to plant.

Forest industries are not in themselves a large factor industrially. Past overcutting of the
forest has reduced the present stand of merchantable timber to a low point and has forced
forest industries to move elsewhere. Eventually forest industries will revive as the practice of
forestry increases the available supply of raw material, but they will always be subordinate to
the manufacturing of other products.

As indicated by the map opposite page 14, the Eli Whitney Forest surrounds the city of
New Haven and is in turn surrounded by a circle of towns and cities. l\10re than 400,000 peo
ple are living within ten miles of some portion of the forest. This population is concentrated
within the towns and cities, leaving many parts of the country districts sparsely settled. A
network of public highways, many of which are hard-surfaced, together with several railroad
and trolley lines, provide excellent transportation facilities.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC FEATURES

THE average annual precipitation at New Haven for the last 56 years has been 46.2 inches,
with maximumand minimum of 60.3 and 34.8 inches, respectively. While the rainfall is ample
for tree growth, .droughts are likely to occur during the growing season and, while not pro
tracted enough to seriously affect established forests, often cause considerable loss to repro
duction and are especially disastrous to young plantations. During the past 56 years, on the
average, the last killing frost in the spring has occurred on April 16, and the earliest in the
autumn, on October 23; .hence a growing season of at least six months nlay be relied upon.

Snowfall is light and cannot be depended upon as an aid in logging operations. Some years
there is practically none of lasting nature. The occasional year is featured by snow a foot or
more in depth which may stay on the ground for several weeks.

The range in elevation above sea level is from about 20 feet to approximately 700 feet,
although the greater part of the land lies between roo and 500 feet, and on any given tract
the range in relative elevation is small. Drainage is toward Long Island Sound. Several of the
streams converge as they approach the coast so that they pass either through the city of New
Haven or near-by to the east or west.

Underlying the region and influencing its topography are three general types of rock;
namely, sandstone, granites and schists, and trap rock. The sandstone, being the softest, has
worn away most rapidly and presents a gently rolling topography which makes logging easy.
Only a relatively small portion of the tract is of this character. Granites and schists which
underlie the greater portion of the area are responsible for considerable minor irregularities,
such as small knolls, ridges, or ledges rising abruptly to ·a height of from ten toone hundred
feet above the hollows. Such topography, although not rough enough to interfere seriously
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with logging, often makes it difficult to get wood down from the higher elevations. Trap rock
occurs occasionally in the form of dykes, sometimes rising over 200 feet above the surround
ing country and frequently being precipitous on the north and west sides. Such ridges form
the most striking topographic features and offer the greatest difficulties to the removal of
timber. There is less trap than either of the other two rock types.

The soils as well as the topography have an intimate relation with the underlying rock.
Judged by their ability to produce crops of trees, a variety of soils occur, varying from those
in swamps too wet to permit tree growth to others on rocky ledges too dry and shallow t6
produce anything but scattered, stunted trees. There is a wide range of n10re productive sites
between these extremes. Practically no infertile, sandy lands occur, since aU of the soils, re
gardless of the underlying rock, are fertile enough for tree growth. The shallowest soils are on
the trap ridges, but where of sufficient depth the trap soil,S are of excellent quality. The soils
underlaid by sandstone are the least stony and contain considerable amounts of fine material
with excellent moisture-holding capacity. On the average they are excellent agricultural soils.
For this reason the proportion forested is lowest on areas underlaid with sandstone.

LAND CLASSIFICATION

IN planning systematically for the management oflarge areas of land, one of the first steps is
to separate the land into various types. This calls for a logical .scheme of classification based
usually on the purpose for which the land can be used and the character of the existing
vegetation.

Ten land classes have been recognized on the Eli Whitney Forest. They are listed and
defined below. Later on, under FOREST TYPES, the forested land classes are discussed in more
detail.

AGRICULTURAL. Lands actually used for cultivated crops, meadow, orchard, or pasture are
included. An exception occurs in the case of pastured lands which are not clear but are par
tially stocked with bushes or scattered trees. Such areas are classified as old field.

OLD FIELD. This type includes lands formerly used for agriculture on which the process of
~eversion to forest is in progress but is not yet completed. A partial forest cover consisting
principally of red cedar and gray birch is found on many old fields. Others which have been
recently used for agriculture are covered with grass and weeds or are stocked with patches of
brush.

HARDWOOD. Comprises upland forested areas occupied 'by broad-leaved tree species.
HEMLOCK-HARDWOOD. Lands forested with a mixture of hemlock and various hardwoods are

listed in this type.
PINE. Includes all forested areas which are composed 80 .per cent or more of pine. Such

stands are found principally as plantations. Plantations of arborvitae, balsam fir , Douglas fir,
eastern hemlock, European larch, Japanese red pine, Scotch pine, western yellow pine, Nor
way, red, and white spruces are included in the pine type. The total area occupied by these
miscellaneous plantations is small.

HARDvVOOD S,\VAMP. This type comprises the stands of broad-leaved species which are grow-
ing on swamp land.
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OLD FIELD TYPE

\Vhen agricultural use ceases on open lands, whether they be cultivated, meadow, orchard, or
pasture, these areas revert by natural seeding to forest. The process normally is slow and may
require in some cases many years to obtain a complete forest cover.:l Occasionally a cultivated
field is fully stocked with trees within a year or two after cultivation is stopped. Red cedar,
gray birch, and maple are the tree species which usually corne ·in first. Following or accom
panying these trees are individuals of all the other species native to the upland soils. \Vith the
trees, and sometimes preceding them, a variety of shrubs often start. Eventually the brush is
replaced by trees, but the process of establishing a forest cover is delayed when shrubs come
in first.

While an old field is in process of reversion to forest, it may present a picturesque appear
ance with grass areas interspersed with patches of brush and scattered trees (Plates I and 12).

Old fields are unproductive until a fairly complete forest canopy is secured. All stages of de
velopment will be found, from old fields chiefly in grass up to those where the forest cover is
practically complete (Plates 2,3, and 4).

HARDWOOD TYPE

The hardwood type is distinguished from the other upland forest types by its composition,
which consists principally of broad-leaved trees (Plate 5). l\10re than 20 species are repre.:.
sented.Five oaks-red, black, scarlet, white, and chestnut-predominate, with hickories,
maples, white ash, black birch, and many other hardwoods represented in varying proportions.
On the poorest sites the oaks and the hickories form nearly the whole forest. On the best sites
the mixture of species is more complicated and the oaks are relatively less iInportant (Plates
6 and 7).

It is well recognized that the composition of a forest is subject to continuous change, until
finally a stable combination of species is established. By "stable combination" is meant such a
mixture of species as can maintain itself pernlanently, replacing the trees which die by others
of the same species. The old field type already described is not a stable combination, since the
gray birch is short-lived and the red cedar and shrubs grow slowly in height. Eventually the
old fields change over to the hardwood type by the seeding in of oaks and various other hard
woods. Only a small proportion of the forest in the hardwood type originated by such natural
conversion from the old field type. Most of the area in the hardwood type has always been
forested. Stands of the hardwood type originate through natural seeding supplemented by
stump sprouts. The sprouts do not predominate over the seedlings except on certain dry sites
or unless the preceding stand was harvested when relatively young. Trees of sprout origin are
much less important in the hardwood type than appearances in young stands sometimes
indicate.2

:1 For a comprehensive discussion of the progressive development of natural stands from the original bare
fields on toward the final mixtures of hemlock and hardwood, see Lutz, H. J. Trends and Silvicultural Signifi
cance of Upland Forest Successions in Southern New England. Bulletin 22, Yale School of Forestry, 1928.

2 Paton, R. R. The Relative Importance of Origin of Mature Mixed Hardwood Stan.ds. Unpublished thesis,
Yale School of Forestry, 1926.
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HEl\1LOCK-HARDWOOD TYPE

In many hardwood stands a mixture of helnlock is found. When this occurs, the forest is
classedas hemlock-hardwood type. Except for the addition of henl10ck the composition is the
same as in the hardwood type. Hemlock alone of the native conifers has the ability to estab
lish its seedlings beneath the hardwoods and the persistence to live and grow until a dOlninant
position in the stand is secured (Plate 8). Sometimes patches of pure hemlock occur (Plate 9).
These are included in the hemlock-hardwood type as being too small for recognition as a sepa
rate type.

Just as the old field type is replaced naturally by the hardwood type, so the latter is con
verted to the helnlock-hardwood type. Fire protection is necessary, since hemlock does not
sprout from the stump and the seedlings are easily killed. Instances can be found where hem
lock established itself on old fields along with the hardwoods .and accomplished conversion
from old fIelds directly to the hemlock-hardwood type. The hemlock-hardwood type is an
advance toward a more stable composition. Indeed, it is accepted as the permanent or climax
forest type for this region. In other words, the type which can hold its place permanently
against the invasion of new species (Plates 10 and 11).

PINE TYPE

The conversion of old fIelds to the hardwood type by natural seeding is often .such a slow
process that resort is taken to artificial regeneration. Common practice is to plant with pine
those portions of the old fields which are free of brush and hardwood trees (Plate 12). In this
way a pine type has been created.

At first white pine was the principal tree used (Plate 13). Scotch pine was planted in small
quantities for a few years. Now red pine is planted in preference to Scotch pine (Plates 14 and
15). Since Scotch pine is an exotic species it is not likely to thrive so well as the native red
pine. A practical disadvantage is the great difficulty experienced in obtaining seed from
desirable strains of the species which will produce straight trees. .In recent years red pine has
been largely substituted for the white pine. A few acres of miscellaneous plantations-of
European larch, Norway and white spruces, Douglas fir, and several others-have been classi
fied under the pine type to avoid making other types.

Small areas have been stocked with various other conifers for purposes of experimentation.
It is improbable that any other conifers can be found which will equal red and white pines as
desirable species for commercial planting.

A small portion of the pine type was established on land already forested by hardwoods.
Such plantations are either small experimental areas or else are strips bordering the reservoirs.
In this latter location it is desirable to create a coniferous belt next to the water. The evergreen
foliage of the pines does not blow into the water so readily as do the hardwood leaves. Foliage
is objectionable in the water as it causes discoloration. The belt of pines, once it grows high
enough to be effective, catches and holds the hardwood leaves and prevents their blowing into
the water. J\1aintenance charges now incurred for removing leaves from the reservoirs can be
reduced after the coniferous belt is developed.
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HARD'VOOD SWAMP TYPE

All swamp areas forested with hardwoods belong to this type. Red 'maple is the chief species,
with elm, black ash, and swamp white oak as its most frequent associates (Plate 16). Pure
stands of red maple are not uncommon~ The thrift 'Of the stands .on swamp ·land depends
largely on the amount of moisture contained in the soil. Some of the swamps are so wet as to
restrict the tree growth to scattered, stunted individuals, while in other less moist situations
conditions for growth approximate those occurring on uplands of medium quality.

CEDAR SvVAMP TYPE

Southern white cedar occupies a few particularly wet swamps in the eastern portion of the
Eli Whitney Forest. Red maple is the commonest associate of the southern white cedar. Most
of the cedar is in an unhealthy condition and probably it will be replaced naturally by the
red maple.

UTILIZATION OF FOREST PRODUCTS

THE bulk of the material harvested from the Eli Whitney Forest goes to the market in the
form of lumber, railroad ties, piling, and cordwood. New Haven and the other cities and
towns surrounding the forest consume most of the material cut. Good railroad facilities and
excellent highways make it possible, however, to reach markets outside the territory.

Lunlber and piling are the most valuable products. Hence trees are cut into these two
products whenever of a suitable size and quality. Profitable logs for the production of lumber
fronl hardwood species are those I I inches or larger in diameter at the top, reasonably
straight, and free of large knots. Smaller logs down to an 8-inch top and logs of inferior quality
are more ·valuable as ties. Hence the poorer classes of trees and the knotty upper logs of trees
containing good quality lumber are cut into ties. Conifers (pine, hemlock, and cedar) can .be
used to snlaller top diameters for lumber than the hardwoods. Piling requires trees reasonably
straight for lengths of 25 feet and upward. It is taken from mediunl-sized trees that are
suitable in size for lumber, chiefly from trees 10 to 16 inchesin diameter breast high. When
marketed as piling, such trees are usually more profitable than if cut into lumber.

Cordwood cut only from the hardwood species is used in large quantities by the brickyards,
of which there are several in the region. \Vithin recent years oil fuel has reduced the amount
of cordwood taken by the brickyards. It appears unlikely, however, that cordwood will be
entirely replaced by oil. Cordwood is still purchased .by householder~ as fuel, though this use
is shrinking, due to competition of coke and other fuels. The cordwood cut on the Eli Whitney
Forest is obtained from the branches and tops of the trees used primarily for lumber, ties, and
piling and from dead or diseased trees and inferior species that are removed in thinnings.

The different species of oak lead in cOlumercial importance at present because of their
abundance and high technical value. Two of the luore profitable uses of the oak are as thick
planking and piling. Other hardwood species go into railroad ties, lumber, and piling, depend~

ing on their quality and the current demands of the market. Hemlock is sawn chiefly into
dimension stock and rough boards or cut for piling. Occasionally a little cedar is sawn into
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boards for cedar chests, but, because of its small size and its durability when in contact with
the ground, the cedar is usually put into fence and vineyard posts.

The timber is sawn mainly by portable steam or gasoline-driven mills cutting less than _
5 ,000 feet, board measure, per day, though a few stationary mills run by water power or steam
are located in the region. The portable lnills can be moved easily into the relatively small
patches of forest in which the merchantable timber occurs. A gasoline-driven mill can be set
up for as small a cut as 30,000 feet, board measure (Plates 17 and 18). While the work of
cutting and hauling logs _to the mills may proceed throughout the year, most of the logging is
concentrated in the fall and winter months. After being sawn at the mills, the lumber may be
stacked near~by for several months before being hauled out. Ties are sawn and. peeled at the
mills and then loaded on railroad cars. Piling is cut in the long lengths desired and delivered
to the purchaser. Cordwood is cut into 4 or 5-£00t lengths, piled, and left in the woods for
about a year to season.

Owing to the unusually good road system which exists in the territory, the products of the
forest often are hauled by truck directly to the purchaser. A veritable network of hard-sur
faced state highways supplemented by good county and town roads cross -and recross the
region. Each division of the forest is contiguous toone or more good roads. Within the forest
itself 'a comprehensive system of woods roads is being develope,d to coordinate with the outside
road system. Eventually every part of the forest will be readily accessible. Steam and -electric
railroads are numerous in the territory, and no part of the property is more thannineiniles ,
from a railroad, while the average haul is under five miles. While -other factors play an impor
tant part, the existence of this excellent transportation system has much to do with making
the practice of forestry economically feasible on the Eli vVhitney Forest.

In making sales of -lumber, ties, or piling the custom has been to sell the material on the
stump, the purchaser himself cutting the trees and hauling out the products. Cordwood has
been sold in some cases on the stump, but usually this product is chopped by the Water Com
pany and the resulting cordwood sold by the pile in the woods. On the 1\tlaItby and West River
divisions, where small engines and cut-off saws are installed, some of the cordwood is sawn into
short lengths and retailed in New Haven (Plate 19).

Undoubtedly the most important problem requiring attention on the Eli \Vhitney Forest
is the question of a more satisfactory utilization of forest products. The ability to sell cord
wood in large quantities at present is the key to the intensive practice of forestry in .this region.
Far superiorresuItscan be secured in the quality and quantity of timber produced when the
small and inferior trees can be cut for cordwood and their competition with the more promising
individuals eliminated. As long as this class of material can be sold at a profit or for enough to
cover expenses, many operations which are of high ultimate value to the forest can be carried
on. The market for cordwood, however, is becoming more selective and is decreasing in total
volulne consumed. This means that, in order to keep the business, more attention must be paid
to the quality of cordwood produced (particularly concerning the details of its manufacture)
and to the selling of the producL

Timber, while selling nlore readily than cordwood, does not bring the prices which its close
ness to centers of consumption seems to warrant. The situation is not only local but is common
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throughout southern New England. The presence in local markets of plentiful supplies of
finely manufactured, carefully graded, high quality hardwood and coniferous timber shipped
in from the South and West has supplanted the local timber, which is lacking in one or more of
these attributes: l\:1any wood-using industries have moved away from this territory to be nearer
the source of their raw InateriaI. Since the local consumption of timber is large and the native
species possess excellent technical qualities, the demand for local timber can certainly be im
proved. Increased cost and more limited available supply of timber imported fron1 the South
and '''est, better grading, manufacture, and marketing of the local timber will "hasten the
movement. The practice of forestry resulting in an increased growth and enlarged annual cut
and guaranteeing a permanent supply of timber promises to be a vital factor in reestablishing
local timber as an in1portant element in the market.

The situation on the Eli Whitney Forest can be helped ulthnately by the "Vater Company
itself handling the logging and manufacture of the timber. The principal reason why this has
not been done heretofore is that the volume 6f timber which should be cut annually from the
forest is at present too small to warrant the undertaking. To prove successful there must be a
competent man in charge whose employment at first would not be justified by the volume of
business. The natural tendency would be to cut too much from the forest in order to make "the
manufacturing end of the busin~ss show a better temporary profit, disregarding the fact that
a heavy cut is incompatible with the purposes of management.

For these reasons the present policy of selling, the timber on the stump is considered sound
and should be continued until the annual cut can be materially increased. A modification of
this plan which Inerits trial consists in the owner cutting the logs and selling them delivered to
the purchaser at his portable mill 'or other designated point.

SUBDIVISION OF THE FOREST

Fo~ purposes of ~ystemat~zing and, contro~ling the management on the Eli Whitney Forest,
the total area has been divided and subdivided into units of convenient size for handling. The
estaqlishment of .these subdivisions has proven to be of material ,assistance in many of the
activities of management. Theforest inventories, when obtained by subdivisions, show not only
the amollnt of timberpresent but also the definite location of each merchantable stand and its
volume. Cutting operations "are allotted "to definite areas and can thus be controlled. Keeping
a record of operations iIi the forest has been simplified, and the value of these records has
increased because they apply to definite small areas. Protection of the "forest and other
administrative details have been facilitated by the existence of the subdivisions.

The location nlap ,opposite page 14 shows that the forest is separated into ten major
watersheds. Since water supply is the major interest of the owners, it is logical that the pri
mary separation of the forest into smaller units should be on the basis of watersheds tributary
to specified reservoirs. Each of these watersheds are termed divisions. The boundaries of
these watersheds are commonly governed by topography, though in the case of the l\1altby,
North Branford, and Saltonstall divisions tunnels and canals have resulted in throwing
together several watersheds as tributaries to one reservoir. The ten divisions range in area
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from 245 to 10,500 acres. It has been found that even the smallest of these divisions must be
further subdivided in order to secure effective control.

In establishing a further subdivision upon the ten major divisions it was desired to set up
areas., termed compartments, each of which would contain only one land class and one age
class. Under local conditions it is believed that the ideal management unit or compartment is
an area of approximately 40 acres in size. If it were possible to establish compartments of this
size containing the desired unifonn land class and age class, many features of Inanagement,
such as the keeping of records and the allocation .of operations, would be simplified. .Such
uniformity is rarely attainable, since on most 4o-acre tracts in this region a variety of types
as well as ages of timber commonly occur. Consequently, .within nearly every compartment,
a further subdivision is required to separate each land class and age class. This is the smallest
and final unit recognized and is termed the stand. Most of the compartments will be found
to contain two or Inore stands. It is anticipated that these stands are only temporary and may
be altered and combined with adjoining stands. The compartment on the other hand, once
established, remains unchanged in area and location.

In forming the compartments, so far as possible, natural features, such as lakes, large
streams, and ridge lines, or pronounced artificial lines, such as roads, power lines, and large
ditches, are taken as the boundaries. This facilitates the work of subdivision and at the same
time gives permanent boundary lines. In some cases, however, it is necessary to establish arti
ficiallines through the woods to prevent obtaining too large or poorly shaped compartments.

The maps of the 1\laltby and Saltonstall divisions, included opposite pages 28 and 30, illus
trate this system of subdivision. In the two divisions there are 78 compartments averaging 35
acres apiece. The average number of subdivisions or stands inside each compartment is four.

FOREST'RECORDS

THE keeping of records for a forest property is an administrative activity which can easily .be
overemphasized and yet one where failure to spend enough effort may be regretted in the
future. In working out the forms now in use on the Eli Whitney Forest several important
features of record keeping were borne in mind. For example, to be of value records must not
be too detailed and complicated; they must contain all information obtainable that will be of
use now or in the future, and nothing Inore; and this use must be important enough to justify
the cost of their compilation.

On this basis it was believed that a graphic record in the form of two maps for each tract
was necessary. One of these shows property boundaries, interior alienated holdings, land
classes, age classes, compartment subdivisions, streams, lakes, roads, and some other details.
Samples of this kind of map are inserted in the text, opposite pages 28 and 30. The other, an
operation or progress map, shows the location and extent of past and current operations.

In addition to these maps a permanent card record is kept for each conlpartment. This card
carries the data on volunlc, growth, area, and other details which are necessary for the intelli
gent planning of operations. lVIaps and compartment cards supplement one another and fur
nish an adequate set of records not too detailed to be economically practical.
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The two sides of a sample filing card for Compartment 4, IVlaltby division, are shown on
pages 27 and 28. The original card is 80 by II inches in size.

ADMINISTRATION AND PERSONNEL

EACH division, when developed as a water supply unit, is placed under a foreman who has a
permanent crew of ·men adequate for properly caring for the reservoirs ·and watershed. lVlost
of the year these men are busy on work chargeable to water supply. Incidentally they assist in
fire protection and various forestry operations, such as the planting of pines in the spring
season. During the winter months work around thereservoirs slackens and it is convenient to
furnish employment in the forest. At such times release cuttings and pruning can be carried
on. One of the reasons for carrying on such work is to furnish some of the permanent em
ployees with winter work.

The foremen and some of the men as a result of several years of experience have become
trained in the technique of various forestry operations. It is a decided advantage to have men
with this experience permanently in the organization.

1\10st of the cordwood is cut by specially employed woodchoppers who are paid by the cord.
Their wood is measured and inspected by the divisional foremen. Forest products of better
grades than cordwood usually are sold standing in the forest to lumbermen whose work is
inspected by the foremen.

Within recent years most of the trees cut have been individually marked. The selection and
marking of these trees is done by the forester. Experimental sales have been tried when no
marking of individual trees was done, the cutting being controlled by general specifications.
The results were uniformly unfavorable, and now marking of individual trees for cutting is
the standard practice.

The forester in most matters acts in an advisory capacity, recommending both the general
policy and many details of the ·work. Actual operations in the field are directly in charge of
the company's various executives.

FOREST PROTECTION

As in agriculture, so in forestry, efficient protection against the numerous enemies which
threaten the crop nlust be secured or failure of the enterprise results. Since the practice of
forestry began on the Eli Whitney Forest the best commercial species (chestnut) has been
extern1inated by a plant disease, ·the chestnut blight. This was a foreign disease of epidemic
character against which there was no defense once the disease became established. The de
struction of the chestnut was unprecedented and is ·not likely to be followed by a similar
happening.

While there are numerous insects, fungi, and small animals which are injuring the forest
trees, none are such virulent enemies as to threaten general destruction. Direct action cannot
be undertaken against most of these pests because the expense involved would be out of pro
portion to the damage done. Some pests are combated in an inexpensive way by removing the
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injured trees in cutting operations. The strumella canker, which is the worst disease attacking
the oaks, is fought in this way (Plate 20). In nearly all cuttings in oak stands some trees
affected with the disease are found and taken out. Conditions in the forest as regards all plant
pests are continually under observation, and cutting operations are located where most needed.
Occasionally a pest like the white pine weevjl requires special treatment. Fortunately in this
region there is practically no danger of loss from the white pine blister rust, since wild varieties
of ribes (which spread . the disease) are practically nonexistent, while the cultivated black
currant is scarce.

Forest fires occur each year in the region, and usually some burn on the Eli \Vhitney Forest.
This region, however, is now one of low fire risk. Previous to 1907 the fires were much lllore
prevalent. Indeed, a good many tracts were purposely burned over each year. Records kept
since 1907 show that there have been 81 fires on the property. The principal fire causes are
smokers (responsible for 60 per cent of the fires), brush burning (19 per cent), and railroads
(7 per cent).

The largest fire burned over 125 acres, while the average size is 5 acres. It is believed that
the cumulative educational effect of the state forest fire organization and of the New Haven
Water Company's :fire prevention and control activities is now being experienced. During each
of the last :five years, 1925 to 1929 inclusive, an average of 18 acres or approximately 0.12 of
one per cent of the total area of the Eli Whitney Forest burned over.

The company's organization for protection of the water supply functions also to guard
against forest fires. There are two fIre seasons each year: one in the spring of about six weeks
duration during lVlarch, April, and early May; and the other of shorter duration in the fall
after the leaves have dropped. During these periods the men around the reservoirs keep close
watch for fires. On dangerous days, particularly Sundays and holidays, they may patrol espe
cially for fires. In some cases guards traveling in cars have been used for the :fire season. A
unifornled motor patrolman is employed the year round to protect the water supply. Un
doubtedly the fact is generally known that these lands are watched, and it has had a deterrent
effect on the class of people who formerly roamed the woods and set many fIres.

Woods roads are kept brushed out so as to afford easy access to all parts of the forest in
time of fire and, if necessary, to serve as lines from which the fire may be attacked (Plate 21).
The roadbeds of the forest roads are gradually being improved so as to permit passage of
trucks and light cars. Such improvements are of value not only in strengthening protection
against fIre but, what is more important still, in making the forest more accessible for the
removal of forest products. The foundation is now being laid for a comprehensive road system,
the development of which must be gradual and must cODle as a result of increased cutting of
forest products and increased income.

Around some of the pine plantations special fire lines have been developed. The best type
is a plowed :fire line 6 to 10 feet in width which is kept free of inflammable litter by harrowing
(Plate 22). Suchlines appear justifIed alongside of certain highways. On the whole, special
fire lines are relatively expensive, since an equal degree of protection can usually be obtained
in other ways at less cost.

Where railroads using coal as fuel pass through the forest, special fire lines are used. These
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consist of a cleared strip 50 to 100 feet in width which is burned over as often as needed
(Plate 23). On the outer edge next the forest ·and on the inner edge beside the right ·of way
narrow plowed strips are maintained free of litter; Fires originating on the right of way do not
cross these fire lines, and it is difficult for a fire to start on the fire line itself and spread to the
adjoining timber.

Portions of the Eli Whitney Forest are under observation from lookout towers .maintained
by the state forester for detecting forest fires. Most of the fireswhiehstart are either dis;..
covered by the company's employees or reported over the telephone by peop}ce .living in the
region. The foreman on each division has tools for fire fIghting. He goes immediately with his
crew to each fire discovered on his division. Additional tools and equiplnent are kept in the
company's supply yard in New Haven ready to be dispatched by truck to a fire. Close coopera
tion is maintained between the company's employees and the town forest fire wardens em
ployed by the state.

MANAGEMENT POLICY

THE New Haven 'Vater Company, first in acquiring land and later in building up the Eli
Whitney Forest to its present size; was actuated by the desire to secure the highest type of
natural protection for the watersheds and reservoirs. A well-stocked forest is unexcelled in
furnishing this protection (Plate 24). Consequently, the company's policy has been to estab
lish such a forest on open areas and to maintain and improve in quality the existing forest.

If an excellent protection forest can be established and maintained in a manner to pay its
way and return a profit, this should be accomplished. As a matter of fact, the commercial
development and operation of a forest is not inconsistent with its functioning as a protection
forest. In this particular region the two purposes, protection and commercial profit, can safely
be combined. Hence, the policy adopted by the New Haven Water Company, while developing
an excellent protection forest, aims to conduct the work so that wood and timber may be sold
and the operations made profitable. As a further objective the creation and n1aintenance of
pleasing landscapes is attempted. This purpose also does not need to be in conflict with com
mercial use.

The popular idea sometimes encountered, that all cutting of trees in the ·forest must be
prevented if good protection and pleasing landscape effects are to be secured, is erroneous;
Cutting of trees is the most effective tool which the forest manager has at his command, not
only for securing a steady supply of timber, but also for developing and maintaining satisfac
tory forest landscapes and the best protection forest.

From all three viewpoints it is essential for satisfactory results that the maximum cut (for
any given period such as one year) of wood and timber be held within certain limits. Very
rarely can more material be removed than is equivalent to the growth of the forest during that
period. If a larger cut is made, the effectiveness of the forest in accon1plishing its functions is
diminished. In cases such as that in the Eli Whitney Forest, where some areas are still bare
of forest and where too large a proportion of the forest is in the younger age classes, much
less than the growth is cut.

The growth is allowed to accumulate and build up the growing stock of trees. .This is a
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Since cordwood is cut from the ' tops of those trees harvested for lumber, from short-lived
species like gray birch, from dying trees, or in partial cuttings which leave the stand in condi
tion for better growth, no restriction need be placed on the .amount of cordwood cut. It will be
difficult to find a market for more than 2,000 cords of fuelwood per year, hence for all prac
ticable purposes the cut is restricted to not more than this aIllOunt.

After the total annual cut is decided upon, its allocation to individual stands in the forest
is based on the condition of these stands. Enough timber or cordwood must be cut in one stand
or group of stands closely adjoining to make an operation sufficiently large to be handled
economically. Ordinarily this proviso' is not difficult to satisfy.

TREATMENT BY LAND CLASSES

METHODS of treatment, results, and accomplishments in furthering the policies outlined will
be taken up separately for each land class. In systematizing the management of forest proper
ties these land classes are indispensable. This is particularly the case with the forested land
classes, or 'forest types, as they are con1monly designated. Each forest type includes many
stands, usually not contiguous, representing a wide range in age from stands of reproduction
up to those composed of mature timber. One method oftreatment (two in the case of the
hardwood type) applies to all these individual stands forming the type. Each stand requires
detailed treatment suited to its position in the range of ages. For example, a very young stand
may need a release cutting, a middle-aged stand requires a thinning, while in an old stand har
vesting of the timber may be called for. All these operations are provided for under the nlethod
of treating this particular forest type.

Methods and details of treatment have been developed on the Eli Whitney Forest as a
result both of practical experience and of scientific experimentation. The extent and variety
of the operations in the last three decades has furnished opportunity for acquiring experience.
The School of Forestry has been carrying on research in the Eli Whitney Forest for more than
twenty years. At present 66 permanent sample plots are maintained upon which a variety of
experiments covering long periods of time are in progress. Investigations of shorter duration
are carried on each year.

The methods of treatment set forth in the following pages are those which up to date have
proved best on the Eli Whitney Forest. Present practice is not looked upon as a fixed thing.
Much remains to be learned, and undoubtedly further experience and research, as well as new
economic conditions, such as a change in the form of wood use, may suggest departure from
the treatment now approved.

OLD FIELD TYPE

The natural process of reversion to forest is accelerated and the character of the new forest
controlled by restocking artificially those portions of the old field type not as yet occupied by
trees. Only the open portions of a field are planted. Patches of brush and clumps of cedar and
birch are left untouched to gradually revert to the hardwood type. It is considered too expen
sive to attempt artificial conversion of the brushy areas stocked with shrubs. Planting is going
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forward at the rate of approximately 100 acres a year and, unless ot~er old fields are acquired
or the planting is diverted to agricultural lands, can be finished in the next ten years.

Red pine and white pine are the trees commonly planted. Three-year-old transplant stock
has proved to be best suited to the conditions encountered on the old fields which usually are
characterized by heavy grass sod. The sod competes strongly with the planted trees. Any tree
smaller than a three-year-old transplant has difficulty in becoming established in the thick
grass. Since 1910 the planting stock has been grown from seed in a small nursery on the
Maltby division.

HARDWOOD TYPE

In the hardwood type are found many valuable timber trees. The oaks stand in first place
because of their abundance as well as for the value of their wood. Black, red, white, and chest
nut oaks are all favored. Of these, the black and red oaks grow fastest and the white oak has
the Inost valuable wood, while the chestnut oak surpasses them all in its ability to thrive on
dry rocky sites. Basswood, not an abundant tree, grows exceedingly well when it occurs. Black
birch and hard maple, while less valuable, are aggressive in seeding up openings. The latter is
especially helpful as an understory beneath the oaks. On the best soils with excellent moisture
conditions yellow poplar, white ash, and red maple are added to the list of desirable species.

These hardwoods are grown for timber and harvested when 80 to 90 years of age. A period
of this length is required to produce on average soil yields of timber satisfactory in amount
and quality for present-day uses. On good soils and with the faster growing species the time
is shortened as much as twenty years, and on the poorer soils it is increased correspondingly.
Stands repeatedly thinned from early middle age reach commercial maturity in a shorter time.

The tops of felled hardwood trees, whether these trees are utilized for timber only or for
timber and cordwood cOlnbined,are left on the ground after the removal of the merchantable
portion of the tree. When cordwood is cut, the tops and limbs remaining are less than 3 inches
in diameter. When only timber is cut, tops with butt diameters of6 to 8 inches are left. These
hardwood tops (even the largest) are too open and spreading to seriously hinder the develop
ment of the new crop of seedlings (Plate 25). Their presence increases the difficulty of stop
ping a forest fire and may increase the severity of a fire. However, the risk of a fire starting
depends on the condition of the fallen leaves on the ground rather than upon the tops oLfelled
trees. Hardwood tops quickly absorb moisture and are not inflammable on the average upland
site after two years. The policy has been to spend no money in disposing of hardwood tops but
to seek protection against forest fires through cheaper and more efficient means.

The hardwood type occurs both in evenaged stands ( the result of earlier clear cutting) and
in unevenaged stands, where trees of different ages are mixed together singly or in groups. The
unevenaged stands were developed by past cuttings which removed only the larger sized trees.
These are the two principal forms in which a forest grows. Treatment for the evenaged .form
will differ from that given the unevenaged stands; hence each should be discussed separately.

Treatment for evenaged stands. Evenaged stands are allowed to grow untouched until most
of the trees are large enough for cordwood. On average sites this will 'happen ·soon after the
thirtieth year.
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A thinning (technically termed a low thinning) is made at this time, removing sound dead
material and the smaller and least desirable trees in such a way as to leave the area fully
stocked with the best thrifty trees. In a few years the crowns of these trees spread out ' and
occupy the area completely. Five to ten cords per acre, approximately one third of the volume,
is removed in this thinning. In eight to fifteen years, depending upon the rapidity with which
the trees grow,another thinning is needed. The thinnings are repeated at appropriate intervals
until the time arrives for harvesting the stand (Plates 26, 27,28,29, and 30).

The 'thinnings not only bring in a small in1n1ediate profit but increase the final returns by
concentrating growth upon the best and larger trees and stimulating the growth of these trees.
When oaks form a large percentage of the stand, as frequently happens, thinnings are particu
larly desirable, since trees of this genus need abundant room for crown expansion and rapid
growth in order to produce timber of the best technical quality. Thinnings have been made
for the first time on more than 900 acres and have been repeated on approximately 200 acres.

One effect of the thinnings is to encourage the development of numerous seedlings under
the old stand. These seedlings provide an adequate new crop after the removal of the old
stand. However, a crop of seedlings under the old stand is not restricted to thinn'ed stands.
Even in stands which have never been thinned adequate seedling reproduction usually is estab
lished under ~he old standby the time the latter reaches sixty years of age. 3

Eventually the stand reaches the size 'and age at which it will be harvested. Because of the
presence on 'the ground of the new crop of seedlings, the mature stand, whether or not it has
been thinned inthe past, may be removed in one cutting at the time of its commercial maturity.
It is replaced by the crop of seedlings supplemented bya few sprouts (Plates 3 I and 32). When
timber as old as eighty years is harvested, most of the stumps do not produce sprouts.

In the unusual cases where a new crop of seedlings does not occur beneath the mature stand,
the latter is harvested in two cuttings instead of one. The first cutting removes 50 to 60 per cent
of the volume. It is in effect a late and heavy thinning. The reduction of root competitiop and
opening up the stand to the action of sun and wind normally result in the establishment of
many tree seedlings. Within ten years after the first cutting enough seedlings usually are estab
lished so that the remainder of the mature stand can be removed (Plates 33, 34, and 35). This
is termed the shelterwood method of reproduction, because the new crop is started beneaththe
shelter of the old trees.

Whether the old stand is removed in one or in two cuttings, the new crop which replaces it is
essentially evenaged (Plates 36 and 37).

Along with the seedlings which arise in evenaged hardwood stands there develops, frequently
to an undesirable extent, a cover of shrubs among which viburnum predominates. In some
cases mountain laurel increases. The first impression gained upon observing the shrubby under
growth is that it will prevent the establishment of tree seedlings. Undoubtedly their numbers
are reduced and their developlnent for a time hindered. Usually the shrubs occur in patchy
distribution. The tree seedlings become established between the patches of shrubby under-

, 31\iowat, E. L. A Study of Advance Reproduction in the Evenaged, Unthinned Connecticut Hardwood Stand.
Unpublished thesis, Yale School of Forestry, 1927.
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growth and in small numbers within the clumps themselves. The greater height growth4 made
by the tree species enables them soon to outstrip the shrubs and eventually dominate the clumps
(Plates 38 and 39).

Depredations by insects, small rodents (chiefly squirrels and mice), and by rabbits reduce
the amount of oak reproduction.5 In some places this proves serious, but on the whole enough
oak seedlings become established to maintain the predominance of oak in the forest. Repro
duction of chestnut and white oaks, whose seeds germinate in the fall, is more abundant than
of the red and black oaks, whose seeds are exposed during the winter and do not germinate
until spring. Seed weevils and the small rodents destroy a large proportion of the entire acorn
crop. Rabbits cut off the terminal shoots and branches of small oaks and other hardwoods for
food. The deformation repeated for a series of years may finally kill the tree or so reduce its
height growth that other ·trees or shrubs overtop it.

The hardwood type on the Maltby division is composed of evenaged stands treated accord
ing to the method just described. Stands in the I to 20, 21 to 40, 41 to 60, and 61 to 8o-year
age classes can be observed. Many of the stands have been thinned one or more times. New
crops established as a result of harvesting the mature timber are in evidence.

Treatment for unevenaged stands. Where the stands are at present unevenaged, or where
it is desired to create a forest of such form, methods of cutting are employed differing radically
from those described for evenaged stands (Plate 40)'

In the unevenaged stand the selection method is practiced (Plates 41 and 42). vVhen a stand
is ready for cutting, 25 to 50 per cent of the volume of the stand in feet, board lneasure, is
removed. The volume taken out is selected from anl0ng the oldest, largest, least thrifty, and
less valuable trees. The purpose is to leave the merchantable trees which will make the best
growth and to remove those which are the least promising. The trees which are left need not-:-
in fact, should not-be distributed evenly over the area. Openings, ranging in area up to a
half acre, are purposely created by the removal of allinerchantable trees. Seedlings soon start
in these openings. They have room to develop on the little clearing and create a new age class
(Plate 43).

This style of cutting will be repeated every fifteen years in the saIne stand. After several
of these selection cuttings the trees of the various age classes will be distributed by small
groups. The profile of the forest is pleasingly broken, and better landscape effects are devel
oped than in the evenaged form of forest.

One advantage of the selection method is that it lends itself readily to either crude or inten
sive operations. For example, if fuelwood is not readily saleable (as happens in some relatively
inaccessible stands), only trees merchantable for timber are cut (Plate 44). Such cases are
rare on the Eli Whitney Forest. On the other hand, where fuelwood is saleable, the cutting for
timber is supplemented by taking out defective individuals and inferior species and by thin
ning dense middle-aged clumps.

4 Leffelman, L. J., and Hawley, R. C. The Treatment of Advance Growth Arising as a Result of Thinnings
and Shelterwood Cuttings. Bulletin IS, Yale School of Forestry, 19 2 5, p~ 39·

5 Averell, J. L. Reproduction Following Cuttings in the lIm'dwood Forests of Southern Connecticut. UnpUb-

lished thesis, Yale School of Forestry, 1926.
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An unevenaged forest is considered · a better protection forest than the evenaged form.
Superiority in landscape effects may be conceded. As producers of timber there should be little
difference between the two forms. Therefore, on the whole, the unevenaged form is likely to
prove the more satisfactory for the owners of the Eli Whitney Forest.

The hardwood and hemlock-hardwood types on the Saltonstall division are being managed
as an unevenaged forest. The results of selection cuttings dating back over the last ten years
can be studied on this division.

HEl\1LOCK-HARD\VOOD TYPE

The successional relation between the hardwood and hemlock-hardwood types has already
been described. Within recent years, as a result of fire protection, hemlock has been spreading
rapidly through the hardwood type wherever the presence of seed trees made its extension
possible6 (Plates 45,46, and 47).

On the Saltonstall division there were plenty of scattered hemlock seed trees and patches of
hemlock timber twenty-five years ago (which is approximately the time when fire protection
started). Consequently, conversion has gone forward rapidly. The IVlaltby division furnishes
a sharp contrast. There were practically no hemlock seed trees on the area twenty-five years
ago. Although carefully protected from fire, the hardwood type has retained its identity with
out conversion to the hemlock-hardwood type.

The object of management in the hemlock-hardwood type is to maintain a mixed forest of
hemlock and the better hardwoods (Plates 48 , 49, and 50). This combination is excellent from
the protective, resthetic, and commercial viewpoints.

Details of treatment are essentially the same as given for the hardwood type.
Evenaged and unevenaged forms of the hemlock-hardwood type are found. Probably a big

ger percentage than in the hardwood type is unevenaged or at least susceptible to quick trans
formation to such form. The seeding in of hemlock over a considerable period of time is
responsible for the irregularity in age which occurs. Hen110ck appears in the mixture both as a
part of the dominant cover and also as an understory beneath the hardwoods (Plate 5I). This
latter case occurs particularly on the areas recently converted from the hardwood type.

The hemlock '~lith its dense foliage reduces the amount of the shrub undergrowth so abun
dant in the hardwood type: The hemlock in the SaIne way hinders the start of the new crop
of seedlings. When ready to reproduce a stand and harvest the old timber, the hemlock is
opened up sufficiently to allow light and air to reach the ground in abundance and thereby
encourage the establishment of seedlings.

Hemlock tops are more of a hindrance to reproduction than hardwood tops. If present in
large quantity, the branches when cut from the main stem often form compact piles or wind
rows and may prevent reproduction altogether. For this reason such tops, which in the past
have been left untouched, will either be placed in spots where reproduction is not wanted or
else be piled and burned.

6 l\;ferrill, P. H., and Hawley,R. C. Hemlock: Its Place in the Silviculture olthe Sou.thern New England
Forest. Bulletin 12, Yale School of Forestry, 192 4, p. 44.
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HARDWOOD S\VAl\1P TYPE

Excess moisture makes the cutting and hauling of forest products difficult and even impos
sible during certain seasons. Rarely does the ground freeze sufficiently to support the weight
of heavy loads.vVhen extremely cold weather does come it affords the best chance for logging
operations.

Growth in the swamps is comparatively slow because of the poor drainage. The species
namely, red maple, elm, and black ash- predominating in the swamps are inferior in value to
the better species on the uplands. Red maple is the chief commercial species in the hardwood
swamp type. It is the best of the swalnp species in rate of growth and ability to reproduce.
These three handicaps, expensive logging, slow growth, and poor species, make impossible
intensive ~orestry in the hardwood swamp type.

The stands in this type, just as on the uplands, exist in evenaged and unevenaged form.
Evenaged stands reach commercial maturity without any treatment. Exceptions occur in the
case of swamps which for some reason can be logged easily. Here thinnings (very desirable
for the dense stands; especially of red maple) are made at intervals as described for the hard
wood type. Only a small portion of the type falls into this class. Most of the evenaged stands
are cut clear when 60 to 80 years of age for railroad ties, piling, and cordwood. Following
the clear cutting; the new crop (partly sprouts and partly seedlings) springs up, though not
always in the quantity desired. Woody shrubs frequently monopolize the ground under the old
stand. Just how to get rid of this undergrowth and replace it with young trees is as yet
unsolved.

The unevenaged stands receive a selection cutting as described under the hardwood type.
Dsually tiIl}ber only is taken. Even the tops of the trees cut for timber are not always worked
up into cordwood.

Eventually many of the swamps may be drained as a part of the development work in con
nection with the water supply. In some instances this has already been done. Drainage usually
makes .the land ·suitable for growing some of the upland species and thus removes the area
from the hardwood swamp type.

PINE TYPE

Red pine and white pine are considered the best trees to favor in the pine type. The soils are
suitable for good development of either of these two species. Other coniferous ·species have
been planted only experitnentally. \Vhether red or white pine will be the best species in the
long run cannot be determined at this early date. Each has its good points. Both grow rapidly,
produce valuable wood, and are easy to establish artificially. In addition red pine is favored
because of its hardiness and its ·freedonl from serious plant pests. White pine, while attacked
by nlore dangerous plant pests, may produce a larger volullle of forest products in a given .
time, and its wood has a somewhat higher technical value.

Since this type has been established artificially on old fields during the last thirty years
(Illost of it during the last twenty), the stands of pine are not old enough to harvest. Hence the
treatment so far has consisted of cultural operations designed to improve the young pine
stands. A considerable outlay is made in the planting of the pine trees. In order to get the
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highest returns ultimately from the initial investment, a variety of cultural operations have
been employed.

'Vhen the pine is planted, the effort is made to avoid areas already stocked with trees. This
effort is not always successful , for young seedlings hidden in the grass are easily overlooked.
Furthermore, fast-growing hardwoods like gray birch may establish themselves after the
planting of the pine. The danger from the hardwoods comes when they grow faster than the
pine and threaten to overtop and eventually cause the death of the pine. When this situation
develops a release cutting is made (Plates 52 and 53). As the name implies, it releases the
pine from the less valuable overtopping hardwoods which are cut. The material cut is occa
sionally merchantable for cordwood, but usually is too small to utilize.

A mixture of hardwoods with the pine improves soil conditions and assists in killing the
side branches of the pine, thereby bettering the quality of the pine lumber secured. The
elimination of all hardwoods is not attempted in the release cuttings. Ten to twenty per cent
of the area in the pine type can advantageously remain in hardwoods established as single
trees alnong the pine or as patches of brush and hardwoods which were never ·planted. In
nlany of the plantations there is not at present a sufficient mixture of hardwoods.

Most of the pine type develops well without being overtopped by hardwoods. Release cut
tings are needed on not over ten per cent of the area planted to pirie in a given year. It takes
from one-half to two days' (eight-hour day) labor per acre to make release cuttings in the pine
type. Sometimes a second release cutting is needed on the same area before the pine establishes
itself in dOlninant position. The small portion of the type planted on hardwood land around
reservoirs receives from two to four release cuttings.

The terminal shoots on white pines often are attacked and killed by the grubs of the white
pine weevil. Damage,consists in the destruction of the last one or more years' growth on the
main stem and reduction in the lumber value of the tree. One or more of the side branches on
the top whorl turn upward and replace the original leader. A crook in the tree is caused where
the side branch turns up. In a dense stand the branches Inay turn up very sharply and produce
only a slight crook. In open stands the crook may constitute a serious deformity. A period of
from eight to fifteen years from the time the trees are three feet in height until complete
closure of the stand takes place is the time of greatest injury. Enough trees per acre to make
a good timber crop must be brought through this period without being seriously weeviled. To
accomplish this, each year in early summer when the grubs are working, the infested leaders
are cut back to the first uninjured whorl. All these leaders are collected and burned. Many
weevils are thus destroyed, and the alnount of injury done in succeeding years is .lessened.
This procedure has resulted, under the local conditions, in producing white pine plantations
containing a satisfactory number of trees unweeviled at least in the first r6-foot log. Two
hundred per acre of such trees are considered adequate. The first 16-£00t log contains a con
siderable part of the total volume of the tree. Furthermore, weeviling above this point occurs
after the stand has closed and results in slighter crooks.

In r927 the policy of pruning selected white and red pine trees (approximately 200 per
acre) up to height of r 7 feet was put into effect. Both live and dead limbs are cut. The prun
ing is started soon after the stand closes, usually when the plantation is ten to fifteen years of
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age, and is carried up to 17 feet by three or four operations each two to three years apart.
By starting at this early age the knotty core in the center of the log can be kept slnall--,--,- 4 to 6
inches in diameter.

Pruning is done from the ground upward and is stopped each time at a point on the tree not
,higher than the point of contact with the crowns of adjoining trees. If this detail is observed,
pruning of live limbs has no injurious effect on the vigor of the tree. The lun1ber produced in
unpruned pine plantations where the trees are originally set six feet apart will be very knotty
(Plate 54). It is believed that, as a result of pruning, the amount of clear lumber can be
greatly increased.

As yet the plantations have not reached the age where they can be thinned at a profit. Pine
fuelwood has practically no value in this region. Until the trees which should be removed
reach a size suitab~e for lumber, thinnings will not be undertaken on a commercial scale. They
can be started in the average stand when the plantation has been established twenty-five years.
As yet only a few experimental thinnings have been made (Plate 55).

When the thinnings are started they will be of the type known as crown ·thinnings. The
trees chosen for removal will be selected so as to free the crowns of the pruned trees. The
policy will be to keep these pruned trees growing at a fast rate so as to produce a large 16-foot
butt log containing clear lumber. The seriously weeviled trees will be taken out gradually in
the thinnings (Plate 56).

Thinning in' a given stand will be repeated at intervals of about ten years until the stand is
ready to 'harvest. It is not necessary at this time to settle upon the age for reproducing the
pine stands. The operation is far in the future. Probably it will be the best policy from all
standpoints to allow the timber to grow until it is sixty to eighty years of age.

The pine plantations have been established on land which, though in recent years used for
agriculture, was originally covered by a forest predominantly hardwood. It is to be expected
that the planted pine will not be able to reproduce on this land in competition with the hard
wood speCies which are sure to seed in under the pine as time passes. This will be evident as
soon as thinnings are begun on a commercial scale. Eventually the pine plantations are likely
to be,converted into mixed stands composed of naturally reproduced pine, various hardwoods,
and hen110ck. Such stands will be an improvement over either the pure pine or hardwoods.

CEDAR SWA1VIP TYPE

Only one small cutting to remove dead cedar poles has been made in the small area of cedar
swamps. 1\10st and possibly all of the 59 acres in this type will be affected within relatively
few years by drainage work to improve water supply conditions. If the swamps are drained,
the cedar will be replaced by hardwood species and the type changed by natural means either
to hardwood swmnp or to the hardwood type. In their present condition the cedar swamps are
difficult to log. Until all contemplated drainage projects are cOlnpleted nothing will be done
except to sell dead cedar when opportunity offers.

OPEN SWAMP

No operations are conten1plated. If any open swan1ps are drained they can then be planted.
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AGRICULTURAL LAND

So long as this land can be used to advantage for agricultural purposes it should be done. Since
in protecting the watersheds, use of agricultural land often must be hampered by restrictions,
these areas are apt to deteriorate in quality and eventually become unprofitable. They then
go into the old field type and are available for planting with pines.

THE FINANCIAL ASPECT

THE practice of forestry will prove to be profitable on the Eli Whitney Forest. One favorable
factor of influence here is that interest and taxes on the investment in land and improvements
cannot justly be charged against the forestry project. The land was bought and is held pri
marily for watershed protection. Taxes and interest nlust be paid regardless of whether for
estry is practiced or not. Growing of tree crops affords the best way of securing an income
from the lands and at the same time obtaining maximum protection. A somewhat similar situa
tion exists for many landowners, other than water companies, in a region such as southern
Connecticut. Because of the prevalence of bare land or young age classes and the correspond
ing scarcity of merchantable timber, it is impossible to make the practice of forestry return an
immediate proflt on the average tract in this region.

When the work was initiated, it was hoped that the expenses of reforesting the bare lands
and of protecting and improving the entire forest could be met out of current income from
sales of wood and timber. Up to date this has been accomplished. The continued rapid buying
of new lands, owing to the necessary development of additional water supply resources, keeps
the Eli \Vhitney Forest still in the stage of early organization and development. Until the
planting of bare lands is completed, a balancing of current receipts and expenditures is all that
can reasonably be expected. Once this stage is well past and the middle-aged stands commence
to reach merchantable size, expenses will be lessened, a gradual increase in the cut of timber
can be made, and enlarged income will result.

THE MALTBY AND SALTONSTALL DIVISIONS AS
DEMONSTRATION AREAS

THE Maltby and Saltonstall divisions were selected in 1929 for use as denl0nstration areas
illustrating forestry as practiced on the Eli Whitney Forest. A revised timber estimate, growth
study, map, and detailed conlpartment descriptions were prepared for each. l\tfaltby and Sal
tonstall were selected rather than any of the other divisions for several reasons. They have
both been under forest management since 1907 and can be quickly reached from the city
either by automobile or trolley: Each furnishes a contrast to the other in physiographic and
forest conditions and in methods of treatment. Combined, they illustrate nearly the whole
range of operations on the Eli Whitney Forest.

Copies of the two maps appear opposite pages 28 and 30. The compartment descriptions
similar to the sample on pages 2 7 and 28 are on file.

The estimate of standing timber and growth on the whole forest , presented in Tables V and
VI, is based on relatively extensive surveys for portions of the lands which have been owned
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for only a few years. Additions have been made to the forest so rapidly during recent years
that forest organization has not kept pace with the buying. The earlier estimates of timber
and study of growth were less intensive than studies which are later made on all divisions.

In order to show the character of the estimates of wood and timber and of growth that are
planned for the whole property, the figures secured in 1929 for Maltby and Saltonstall are
summarized in the following tables. The area of the forest ·types by age classes is also shown
as being of interest in connection with the volume and growth data.

It will be noted that in Tables VII and VIII three products--eubic feet, lumber in feet,
board measure, and cordwood-are shown instead of the lumber alone as in Table V. The
cubic feet are given as the best measure of the total wood volume in the trees. It has value
at present principally for scientific purposes. The lumber and the cordwood combined represent
the merchantable portion of the trees. Cordwood is taken from the tops of trees suitable for
lumber and also includes the entire stem of trees too small for lumber. In the cordwood esti
mate broad-leaved species only are included, as the principal conifers, hemlock, and pine have
very little value as fuelwood.

Tables IX and X are more detailed than Table VI, since the growth is given separately by
age classes. A more intensive method than that applied in Table VI was used to secure the
growth on the l\1altby and Saltonstall divisions. l\1easurements of the growth in diameter were
taken by borings on trees of various ages and sizes. Tallies of the total number of trees in each
group also were obtained. The annual growth in volume as given in Tables IX and X was
derived fronl these data. A better idea is secured in this way as to what portion of the growth
might be available for cutting within the next few years. Evidently growth put on by young
and middle-aged stands cannot be harvested at once but should be allowed to accumulate and
build up the forest capital. In the older age classes and in the unevenaged stands the growth is
more likely to be available for immediate cutting.
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PLATE I. THE OLDFIELD TYPE

OLD field partiallystocked with cedar and low juniper. Hardwood seed
lings, chiefly hard maple, ash, and cherry, are starting in small quantities.
This area was planted with 3-year-old red pine transplants in the spring
of 1928. The pines are hidden in the grass and do not show. See Plate 12.

North Branford, Island in the Reservoir.
192 9.





PLATE 2. OLD FIELD STAND REVERTING TO HARD\VOODS

AN old field stand of hardwoods and ·cedar which is reverting to the hard
wood type. This picture shows a more advanced stage of the conversion
of an old field to the hardwood type. The hickory in the center is 6 inches
in diameter and 50 feet high. This hickory, together with the white oak
on the left, seeded in at the sametime as the birch and cedar. The birch
has about reached its maturity and is going to pieces. Large numbers of
white oak seedlings have started underneath. At the left of the picture
these are shown 6 to 8 feet in height, while elsewhere they are of seedling
size. There are also some ash ·and maple seedlings present. The birch is
about 40 years of age. Soil, medium to poor.

West River, Compartment 4.
.February, 1929. -





PLATE. 3. THE ·OLD .FIELD ·TYPE;PURE GRAY .BIRCI-I

AN old field stand of gray birch approximately 20 years of age. The
larger tree in the left foreground is, an aspen. The gray birch with the
calipe1;s is 3 inches in diameter. A few trees are a little larger, but this is
the average maximun1 size~ Note the axe in the foreground which is
standing beside a white oak ·seedling. The process of reversion to the
hardwood type has already started, as is attested by the pres~nce of
various hardwood seedlings such as the one shown. 1ianybir<.;h Jrees '
have already died.

Maltby, Compartment 2 I.

January, .I929.





PLATE 4.ANUNEVENAGED STAND OF THE
HARD\VOOD · TYPE

AN unevenaged stand of mixed ·hardwoods originally established on an
old field. The evidences of this origin are seen in the few living gray
birch, the rotting stumps of other gray birch trees, and~n occasional red
cedar. The red oakin thecenter is 19 inches in diameter and 85 feet in
height. The other trees rangedownwardin size to young seedlings. The
species .found .beside the oak ·are black birch, hickory, ash, gray birch,
and cedar. lV105t of the small reproduction is white ash. The present
stand contains 6,800 feet, ·board measure, and 8 cords per acre.

West River, Compartment 6.
February, 1929.





PLATE 5. SEVENTY-YEAR-OLD HARDWOOD
ON MEDIUM SOIL

A STAND of .mixed hardwoo4, principally oak, on a rocky plateau~ The
site ranges from medium to poor. Red oak, chestnut oak, white oak, soft
maple, hard maple, chestnut, basswood, black birch, and hemlock form
the stand. The tree calipered is a red oak sprout 13 inches in diameter.
Ages are .somewhat irregular, but on the ·whole ·the stand approaches
eyenaged condition. The larger oaks seen are approximately 70 yeai·s of
~ge.

"Vest River, Compartment I.

1\tlarch, 1929.





PLATE 6. THE HARDWOOD TYPE, EVENAGED ON
EXCELLENT SOIL

ANevenaged stand of mixed hardwoods on first .quality soil. The tree
being calipered is 10 inches in diameter. The principal species are white
wood seen in the left center, a basswood tree on the extreme left, ash,

, hard n1aple, and sycamore. This stand is between 50 and 60 years of age
and is from 50 to 80 feet in height. It contains 5,400 feet of lumber and

, 8 cords of wood per acre. 'There is very little hemlock present, although
a fewseedli1?-gs are shown coming in.

North Branford, Compartment 8.
February, 1929.





PLATE 7. ,A DENSE STAND OF FORTY-YEAR-OLD
HARDWOOD

A MIXED hardwood stand on a good site. The stand needs thinning. The
tree with the calipers is a n~d oak of ideal form. It is 9 inchesin diameter,
approximately 32 feet ·to the first limb, with .a total height of 60 feet.
Age is estimated to be about 40 years. The width of crown is 25 feet.
Note the rapid ·growth of the terminal twigs.

North l\1adison, Compartment 2 I.

February, 1929.





PLATE ,8. HEMLOCK ' REPRODUCTION IN THE
HE1VILOCK-HARD"\VOOD , TYPE

REPRODUCTION of hemlock in the foreground which is developed on the
edge oLa woods road under thecover of theJarge oak in the center. 'This
red Qakis 20.inches ,in diameter and is estimated to ,be 80 years of age.
Thehemlo~khasaU orIginated within the lasts to 10 years. Some hard
wood seedlings have started along with the hemlock, but this patch is an
illustration of the fact that hemlock 'willsometimes start either alone ,or
sufficiently ahead of the hard,voods to dominate the opening. The forest
in the background will be developed into an unevenaged stand with oak
and hemlock as the predominant;species.

Saltohstall, 'C~mpartment 2 I.

January, 1929.





PLATE 9~ HEMLOCK-HARDWOOD TYPE, AN EVENAGED
GROUP ·OF HEMLOCK AND BLACK BIRCH

AN evenaged 55-year-old group of hemlock. This small stand originated
on an old pasture. -It represents one of the most regular forms of the hem
lock-hardwood type. A few black birch occur in the stand. The tree with
the calipers is6 inches in diameter and 55 feet in height. This stand was
measured in 1923 and found to contain 13,400 feet, board measure, of
lumber per acre. The area is a site of medium quality.

Saltonstall, Compartment 28.
February, 1929.





PLATE 10. AN OLD ~ STAND OF THE HEMLOCK
HARDWOOD TYPE

THIS piCture is taken on the summit ofSaltoI1stall ridge alongside the
trail which crosses from the Foxonl~agpole to the head of the ~a~e.. .The
trail runs through the picture.a little way peyond the nlan.A se~ection

cutting was made on top of Saltonstall ridge in 1919-1920. At that
time a belt 50 feet wide on each side of the trail was reserved uncut.
Conditions both inside and outside the reserved belt are seen. The man is
standing about 10 feet inside the reserved belt. The right side of the'
picture shows conditions on the 'cutover area. It will be noted that the
ground is covered with hemlock and black birch seedlings. ,These lJ.ave ,
become established sincethe cutting. In the reserved belt no reproduc
tion has started. The timber averages about,80 feet in height and about
12,000 ,feet, board measure,per acre. The stand is somewhat irregular in
age. Probably the .youngest 'is 'not over 100 years old,while the largest
hardwood and hemlock is between I7S and 200 years.

Saltonstall, Compartment 3I.

February, 1929.





PLATE II. THE HEMLOCK-HARDWOOD TYPE IN
UNEVE.NAGED FOR:JVl

THE hemlock occur either as scattered trees seen in th~ foreground or ·as
small clulnps ·seen in the backgr.ound..The distribution <!f sizes is shown
in the picture. This stand is OIl the southern slope on a trap rock ridge.
A selection cutting removing the largest hemlock and a few of the larger
hardwood trees is needed~ Thel1ardwoods range in height from 50 to 70
feet, while the helnlock is 70 to So, feet tall:.The present yield isesti-:
mated ·at 9,800 feet; board measure, and 8 cords of wood per acre. The
oldest hemlock is estimated ·to be around ISO years of age.

North Branford, Compartment 8.
February, 1929.





PLATE 12. PINE RECENTLY ESTABLISHED ON
AN OLD FIELD

OLDfield planted with 3-year-old red pine transplants in the spring of
192 8~ Two young red pine plants can be seen by the axe and caliper in
the foreground. See Plate I ~

N"orth Branford, Island in the Reservoir.
192 9.





PLATE 13. WHITE PINE EIGHT YEARS AFTER
BEING PLANTED

A PLANTATION of white pine which has not quite closed. This plantation
was made in the spring of 192 I with 3-year-old transplant stock. It was
established on an old n1eadowof good quality soiL It has been protected
against injury by weevils by cutting off the infested leaders early each
summer and burning them. Very little evidence of weevil damage is
sh9wn. The treesrange from 6 to 9 feet in height. In the middle may be
noted a gray birch seedling 9 feet in heighLOther hardwoods have
seeded in to some extent mnong the pine, but as yet no release cutting
has been necessary. This stand will be ready for the initiation of pruning
in less than five years.

l\laltby, Compartment 36. '
]anuary, 1929.





PLATE 14. A YOUNG PLANTATION ' OF RED PINE

A RED pine plantation 'just closing and ready for its first pruning. This
plantation was made in 1919 and spaced 6 x 6 feet. It is on average soil.
The plantation was fot a 'number of years grazed by dairy cattle. Trees
range ,from '9 to' I 2 feet in height. AIl the live limbs can be pruned off
excGpt the last three ,to fourwhorls.Onthe 'average a distance of 3 feet
up ,from the ground can be pruned. '

\VestRiver, Compartment 8.
February, 1929.





PLATE IS. RED PINE PLANTATION ESTABLISHED
FIFTEEN YEARS

'AVIE\V of a red pi~e plantation established in 1914. While the plantation
is densely stocked and completely closed inside, yet along the roadway

.the live limbs;have been retained to the ground. The largest trees are 5
inches in diameter and 25 feet in height.

West River, .Compartment 7.
February, 1929.





PLATE 16. THE HARDWOOD SWAMP TYPE

THIS stand is growing on a wet swamp and shows very slow growth and
poor development. It is 80 to 85 years of age. The principal species are
soft maple, black ash, and elm. The stand was thinned in I9I6rem~ving

9 cords per acre. Calipers are on a tree which is at present 7 inches
in diameter. In 1916 it was 6 inches in diameter. Notethe undergrowth
of woody shrubs .and swamp grass which ·is characteristic ·of the swan1p
sites. The present stand contains 2,400 feet, board measure, per acre and
12 cords of wood~

lVlaltby, Comp'artment 10.

January, 1929. '





PLATE 17. AS:M:ALL PORTABLE MILL

OPERATED bya 20 to 30 horsepower International tractoL The millis
easily moved .and set up~ A minimum crew of two men ·is needed to oper
ate the InilL The circular saw used is 52 inches in diameter and cuts a
quarter-inchsaw'kerf. Rollway for logs is seen atthe right. With the out
fit as shown they should saw 4,000 to 5,000 feet, board measure,of
lumber per day.J;he· mill is set up beside the road just south of Com
partment 40.

SaltonstalL
August, 1929.





PLATE 18. ANOTHER VIEW OF A PORTABLE MILL

THE same mill as shown by PlateI7, but seen from the tail end. The
better grade material, .which is chieflyoak,isput into square-edged
plank. The lower grade logs" both of .oak .· and vafioushardwood species,
gointoties..Some of the ties and plankareshownintheforeground. The
cut-off saw at the right can be connected with the tractor.

Saltonstall.
August, .1929.





PLATE 19~ \V60DYARD ON . THE MALTBY DIVISION

A YARD for handling cordwoodat retail. At the right is shown a portaBle
gasoline engiriewith equipnlent for sawing cordwood into short lengths.
In · the background the 5"-foot wood as brought in frOlll the . forest is
shown. This is sawn int9 two lengths, 20 inches, as shown in the pile on
the left; for firewood; and 12 inches, as shown in the pilein the center,
for burningin stoves and furnaces and for kindling. Each year 100 to 200

cords of such wood are cut on the Maltby division arid sold at retail. The
woodis hauled into this yard in 5-foot lengths by teams, cut into shorter
lengths, and then,delivered by truck to consumers in the city.

Maltby, CompartInent 3.
January, 1929.





PLATE 20. AN OAK RUINED BY STRUlVIELLACANKER

A CLOSE:-UP view of a 9-inch red oak attacked by strumella canker. This
was a healthy co-dominant tree.. The caliper ann, over 20 inches in
length, gives an idea of ·the length of the canker, which is approximately
double the length of the caliper arm. In width the canker measured 12

inches. The tree was swollen to ·a greater size than its breadth at breast
high. It is.likely that this oak will break off inside of the next year.

North Madison, Compartment 30.
February, 1929.





PLATE 21. A WELL-KEPT WOODS ROAD

AN example of a woods road cleared out to serve the purposes of trans
portation far forest products aI).d quick access in case of fire. The trees
bordering this ,Toad are white pine and were planted in 1912. The trees
immediately adjacent to the road were pruned in 1928 so as not to inter
fere with traffic. In 'addition, some trees 'in frOITI the road have been
pruned to produce a clear butt log. The tree with the caliper is ,8 inches
in diameter.

Saltonstall" Compartment 7.
January, 1929.





PLATE 22. A FIRE LINE

A FIRE line protecting a pinep~antationwhere itadjoins the public high
way. This is a narrow, line kept free ofinflammable material. Originally
construct(~dby plowing, it is now maintained by harrowing. Note the
scattered pine needles on the line. Before these make a continuous cover
the line must be harrowed again. On soils capable of being plowed this
type of fire lineis effective. '

IVlill River, Compartment ·2.

192 9.





PLATE 23. A RAILROAD ,FIRE LINE

WHITE ,pine 'plantation ,on the east"side, establish~d
in ~9I2.The present volume is 2,800 f~et, :. ?oa(d' measure, per acre, and
the' average height of the dominant~reesis;'9 , J~e.t. ' The railroad track
is the shore liheof the New York, ,'NewHaven,and ,Hartford Railroad.
The section shown has a cOllsiderable~ .grade,, ~l1dcoal-burning locomo
tives are used. It has been necessary toestabli~hflre, lines on each side
of the right ofHway. In this pictUrethepin~'; O:fi ' th.e right-hand side of
the track shows particularly well~ ,' Firs1:mi y 'b1 ~~e!1 the land ,next ,to the
track on the railroad right of way, thel}' cOJ:ri~& : tr:e line of poles nearly
on the boundary of the railFoadl~n,d. :A~joini~~~, J~;" a plowed strip, then
cOlnes,a wide strip of b~rned-over:1TI~a9qW:) ' ft~!r. ftnally a plowed strip
approximatelY,, 6 ,feet of the fire
line itself, outside of t~e railro~d : ~oTg~~Y~'~ '; ~~'RPtof ' way, is approxi
mately ,I 00.f~~t. This lf~e ha~. bef~{~#~F~~:¥~~' ~:~~(preventing the entrance
into the pine plantationsoffires W~t~p~,;s:t.~t# (?liJ the bank close to the
track. ' ' ., ',H ' -;" '.

Saltonstall,Compartments3 audS· .
February, 1929.





PLATE 24. AN EXCELLENT PROTECTION FOREST
AFTER A LIGHT CUTTING

ALIGHT selection cutting in the hardwood type removing 1,300 feet,
board measure, per acre. Five 'thousand five hundred feet,board measure,
per acre 'are left.

North l\1adison, Compartment 24.
192 9.





PLATE 25. THINNED ·HARD:\V.QQDSTAND ·SHO\VING
TEE Al\fOUNT',CYF: SLASH LEFT

A TIIINNING in a 4o-year-oldhardwoQd ~t(tnd. The alllount cut was IS
cords pera<;re, There remainstahding3,8oo 'feet,board measure, and 8
cords of wood per acre. The besflre~sjn'theholloware 70 feet in height.
The tree 'with the calipers isa c::l1e?tnutoak9 inches in diameter and 55
feet high. Red oak, chestnut oak, '~hite9ak, whitewood, yellow birch,
and beech form thestand in the bQ11,Ow, ,put, on the, slope the stand is
mostly red and chestnutoak.Note~h~. slaspstill retaining the leaves.
Thisarea was cutin the summera'ndfan :pf:i928. Except in the hollow
the siteis a dry talus rock slope. Note the small part of the area which is
covered with slash.

\VestRiver, Compartment·I.

February, 1929.





PLATE 26. A 'VRITE OAK STAND RECENTLY THINNED

A H EAVILY-STOCKED, almost pure stand of white oak seedlings 40 years
of age. This areawas thinned in the spring of 1928. There are luore than
300 Qaks per acre remaining. Approximately 8 cords of wood per acre
were cut, and' the remaining stand contains 13 cords and 1 ,600 feet,
board n1easure,cper acre~

The tree calipered is 7 inches in diameter. The best trees are 50 to 60
feet in height. The stump with the axe sticking into it is that of a black
oak 9 inches in diameter. This wa,s one of the largest trees cut in the thin
ning. In addition to the whiteoak there are a few red and black oak,
hard maple, ash, and hickory trees in the stand.

"Vest River, Compart,ment 8.
February, 1929.





PLATE 27. FIRST THINNING INA FORTY-YEAR-OLD
HARD\VOOD STAND

THIS was a combination of a low thinning and salvage cutting for chest
nut. Ten cords per acre were cut,and 8eords per acre remain standing.
Soil, ranges from poor on the ridges to good in the hollows. Height of
stand is 40 t05b feet.

Maltby, Compartment 14.

192 9.





PLATE 28. A SIXTY-YEAR-OLD THINNED STAND OF
HARDWOOD ON FIRST QUALITY SOIL

A STAND of whitewood, red oak, and ash on excellent soil, which was
thinned in 192 5. Fourteen cords of wood per acre were removed. There
now relnain 6,700 feet, board measure, per acre. The stand is evenaged
and is approximately 60 years old. The heights range from 60 to 80 feet.
In the background the land rises in a steep rocky slope to the summit of
the West Rock ridge.

\Vest River, Compartment 1.

February, 1929.





PLATE 29. A -FIRST THINNING IN A MIXED HARDWOOD
STAND SIXTY YEARS OLD

NOTE the brush left in various parts of the area, particularly in the left
foreground. Such brush soon rots and is nota serious fire menace. Ap-

.proximately' 12 cords per acre were cut. The remaining stand contains
6,000 feet, board Ineasure, per acre.,The trees range from 60 to 80 feet
in heighLThe soilranges from good in the foreground to medium in the
background.

West RIver, Compartment 8.
192 9.





PLATE 30. HARDWOOD TYPE AFTER TWO THINNINGS

THIS is a .65-year-old mixed hardwood stand on best quality soil. The
area has 'been thinned twice, first in 19 I 2, removing 8 cords of fuelwood
per acre, and again in 1925, removing 6 cords offuelwood per acre. The
trees in the Inixture are beech, yellow birch, white ash, white oak, red
oak, and hard maple. Hardwood reproduction of seedling origin is slowly
being established in this stand. There are at present a good n1any sprouts
from the stumps of trees cut in the two thinning operations. Present
stand contains 3,200 feet of lumber.

This view is taken on perm,anent sample plot 64. The calipered tree is
a beech 6 inches"in dialneter.

lVIaltby, Compartment I I.

January, I929.





PLATE 31. OAK ANPHICKORY REPRODUCTION

REPRODUCTION established as a result of thinnings and shelterwood cut
tings. The final cutting was made in 192 I, and the earlier cuttings ex
tended over a period of approximately 20 years preceding this time. All
the trees in this picture are seedlings or seedling sprouts which originated
in advance of the final cutting. The species in the picture are red oak,
scarlet oak, and hickory. Several of the hickories can be plainly distin
guished by ·their buds. .Note that two of these hickories are among the
dominant trees. This is characteristic of early stages in the life history of
mixed hardwood stands on upland sites. Later on, th~ hickories will drop
to a subordinate position, being unable to grow in height as fast as the
oaks on a site of this character. The area shown is medium quality soil.

lVlaltby, Compartment 5.
January, 1929.





PLATE 32. \VHITEOAI( REPRODUCTION

REPRODUCTION secured under a shelterwood method. Final cutting was
-made in 1921. 1\10st of the reproduction in this picture is white oak.
Practicallyall the trees in sight are of this species, with the exception of
one or two red maple seen in the background. The white oak reproduc
tion IS either seedling or seedling sprouts in origin and ranges from 5 to
10 feet in height, although some overtopped seedlings are considerably
lower. There are occasional black oaks in the stand.

IVlaltby, .Compartment 8.

lVlarch, 1929.





PLATE 33. REMOVAL OF A J\,[ATURE STAND IN TWO
REPRODUCTION CUTTINGS

THE STAND BEFORE THE FIRST CUTTING

A SHELTERWOOD cutting in an approximately evenaged group 80 to ·100

ye(lrs of age. The blazed trees will be ren10ved. The oak with the calipers
is one of the trees which remains. It is 15 inches indialneter. Enough of
the old timber will remain to Jurnish adequate seed trees to restock the
area. Already, as the result oia thinning made in 1911-12, considerable
reproduction has started. Whilemuch of this consists of red maple seed
lings and sprouts, there are also mixed in with the maple many seedlings
of the more valuable hardwoods. The timber is 60 to 80 feet in height
and 80 to 85 years of .age. Five thousand seven hundred feet, board
measure, per acre of lumber will be removed,leaving 4,200 feet, board
measure, standing. See Plate 34 for the same area after the cutting.

Saltonstall, Compartment 40.
February, 1929.





PLATE 34. REMOVAL OF A MATURE STAND IN
T\VO REPRODUCTION CUTTINGS

THE STAND AFTER THE FIRST CUTTING

THE same area as shown in Plate 33, but after the blazed trees have been
removed. As soon as enough seedlings start in theopenings created by
this cutting to complete · the restocking of ·· the area the remaining old
timber can be removed.

SaltonstaIl, .Compartment 40,
December, 1929.





PLATE 35. A SIXTY. TOEIGHTY-YEAR-OLD HARD\VOOD
STAND READY FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT

OF A NEW CROP

WITHIN the next 20 years this stand should be replaced with a young
crop. While there are many large oaks capable of bearing seed, very little
oak reproduction has.yet appeared. There should eventually be an excel
lent reproduction of oak on this area.

A thinning was made in 1907-08, removing 6 cords of wood per acre.
Another cutting, taking out the dead chestnut, was made in 1915. This
removed 10 cords per acre. The volume now is estimated as I 1,000 feet,
board measure, and 9 cords of wood per acre.

At the present time beech has formed an understory over part of the
area, and shrub growth has stocked most of the balance. The oak cali
pered is 13 inches in dianleter. The stand is mostly red oak with SOlne
scarlet, black, and white oaks. Beech, hard maple, and hickory predomi
~ate among the small trees in the understory.

Maltby, Compartment I I.

March, 1929.





PLATE 36. TWENTY-YEAR-QLD CHESTNUT OAKSTA...~D

'ON GOOD SOIL

STAND·of chestnut oak reproduction. These seedlings and seedling sprouts
have originated naturally under conditions approximating a shelterwood
cutting within the last twenty years: Stumps of the mother trees are seen
in 'the right background. The stand is fully stocked, containing 6,500
trees p~r acr~. J\1Ciximumheight is 30 feet.

Saltoristall, Compartment 2 I. '

January, 1929.





PLATE 37. TWENTY-YEAR-OLD ··· R.ED OAK STAND
ESTABLISHED BY PLANTING ACORNS

IN the foreground is shown a plantation of red oak established in 1909
on a, site of mediuIn quality. This was made by planting acorns at inter
vals of 6 x 6 feet. Two or three acorns were put in a hole. The tree cali
pered is 4. inches in diameter anq approximately 30 feet high.

vVestRiver, Compartment 8.
February, 1929.





PLATE 38: SHRUB 'UNDERGROWTH BENEATH
THINNED STAND

.AN 80-year-old stand which has been thinned several times in the last
' twenty years. A dense undergrowth of shrubs has developed, priJ-lcipally
viburnum ;' and dogwood~ Scattered ,-~- hardwood seedlings can be -found
among theshruhs.In this picture 'white 'oak, red .oak, hickory, aIld white
woodseedlingscan be'seen. This stand contains 7,200 feet, boatdmeas.:.
ure, per acre,.

Maltby, Compartment II.

1929.









PLATE 40. A SELECTION CUTTING IN AN EVENAGED
HARDWOOD STAND

As a result of the cutting the stand will become unevenaged. The hollow
in the center is occupied bya thick group of black, red, white, and chest
nut oaks, with a black oak and chestnut oak slope in the background.
The quality of soil is excellent in the hollow. The best trees are 90 feet
iri ·height. Most ofthem range .from 60 to 80 feet: The red oak calipered
is i I inches in diameter. The man is standing beside a black oak stump.
This ·is a relatively heavy stand, containing after . the cut 6,900 feet,
board measure, and 5 cords per acre; 6,000 feet; board measure, and :70
cords per acre were removed in t4e cut. The trees cut were 70 years old.

North ·1VladisoD, Compartment 24.
February, 1929.





PLATE 41. UNEVENAGED HARDWOOD STAND MARKED
FOR A SELECTION CUTTING

THE trees blazed will ·be.removed. The tree in the center with the cali
pers is 16 inches in diameter and 70 feet in height. This cutting removes
in some cases a group of larger trees, as in this instance, and sometimes
only single .large trees. Most of the small stems in the foreground are
white ash seedlings. The center of the picture shows a low swale where
moisture conditions are fairly good. The stand .p~r acre before cutting
is 6,000 and after cutting will be 3,500 feet, board measure. Compare
with Plate 42, which shows the same area after the selection cutting. A
cutting in the nature ·of a salvage cutting was made throughout this
stand in 1911-12, removing a heavy cutof cordwood.

Saltonstall, Compartment 37.
February, 1929.





PLATE 42. UNEVENAGED HARDWOOD STAND AFTER
A SELECTION CUTTING

THE cutting removed 42 per c~nt of the timber. Most of the trees cut
were between 80 and 85' years of age. The largest trees left are estimated
t() be of the same age as those cut. Cordwood has been cut from the tops
of the trees removed for lumber and from defective or undesirable trees
too small for lumber. Compare with Plate 41, which shows the same
stand before the cutting.

Saltonstall, Compartment 37.
November", 1929-





.PLATE 43. WHITEWOOD LEFT TO SEED UP A
Sl\1ALL OPENING

A WHITEWOOD 13 inches in diameter and 90 feet in height left on the
edge of an opening after a selection cutting. About 2,400 feet, board
measure, were cut per acre and 4 ,000 left.

North Madison, .Compartment 28.

192 9.





PLATE 44. A SELECTION CUTTING SHOWING THE
CORDWOOD CUT FROM THE TOPS

THERE was no marking of slnall defective trees on this area. The white
oak in the foreground, calipered, measures 12 inches in diameter. The
axe is stuck in a I2-inch stump ofa black oak taken out in the cutting.
The stand is 'composed of black, white, red, and chestnut oaks, hard
nlaple, hickory, ash, beech, and black birch. The best trees are 70 feet
in height. This area is excellent soil ·in the foreground ·and grades · to
medium quality in the middle. Several of the trees cut .were over 80
years of age. The selection cutting removed 4,200 feet, board measur"e,
and 2 cords per acre. The remaining stand contains 3,300 feet, board
measure, and 5 cords per acre.

North l\1adison, Compartment 24.
February, 1929.





PLATE 45. HEMLOCK SPREADING INTO THE
HARD\VOOD · TYPE

THIS area is changing from ·hardwood to the hemlock-hardwood type .by
the natural seeding in ofhemlock. It was cut over in 1914 to remove the
chestnut. Chestnut at that time formed a heavy stand but was dying of
the chestnut blight. After the cutting there remained a stand of oak
which had previously been overtopped by the chestnut. The forest had
closed together well and required a thinning. This was completed in the
fall of 1928. Ten cords of wood were cut per acre. The remaining stand
is 50 to 55 years of age and contains 4,800 .feet, board measure, of lum
ber and 5 cords per acre. Brush will be left as it lies. A heavy under
growth of laurel has developed luxuriantly since the chestnut died. The
hemlock understory is slowly developing. This eventually will result in
killing the laurel. The principal species in the stand are .chestnut oak,
white oak, scarlet oak, red oak, and red maple. 1\10sto£ the red maple
was removed in the thinnings.

Saltonstall, Compartment 2 I.

January, 1929.





PLATE 46.HARD\VOOD REVERTING TO THE HElVILOCK
HARDWOOD TYPE

ANevenaged stand of red oak, whitewood, white oak, ash, and maple,
with a partial understory of hemlock. This stand was thinned in 1927,
removing 9 cords offuelwood per acre. The age of the stand at the time
of the .thinning was 50 years. In the immediate foreground the site is
Quality I, rather moist. This verges into well-drained land in the center

, of the picture; The tree in the foreground is 12 inches in diameter and
60 to65 feet high. The present stand contains 4,500 feet, board measure,
and .5 cords of wood-per acre.

Saltonstall, Compartment 2 I.

}anuary,I929.





PLATE 47. HEMLOCK-HARDWOOD THINNED
THREE TIMES

AN evenaged stand of whitewood,oaks, white ash, beech, and maple 60
years of age, with an understory of hemlock. Three cuttings have been
made on this area in the last twenty years removing 22 cords of fuel
wood per acre having a stumpage value of $2 7 per acre. The present
stand is worth $40 per acre on the stump. It is growing timber fast; and
much faster than would be the case if the investment in standing timber
were removed.

The picture is taken on permanent sample plot 9. Thewhitewood tree
in the center is now I I inches in dianleter. This tree grew 3 inches in
diameter in the period 1917-1926.

SaltonstalI, Compartment 2 2.

]anuary,I929.





PLATE 48. AN EXCELLENT MIXTURE OF HEMLOCK
AND HARD\VOODS

AN unevenaged forest of oak, ash, maple, and hemlock on the rocky slope
of Saltonstall ridge. A cutting for timber removing the oldest and larg..,
est trees has recently been made. The cut was approximately 2,700 feet,
'board measure, and 13 cords per acre. The tops of trees cut for timber
as well as other poor individuals have been put ihto cordwood. The cut
tingnettedapproximately $33 an acre and there is left invested in the
standing trees a stumpage value of about $42 per acre. The renlaining
stand is estimated to 'contain 4,800 feet, board measure, and 4 cords of
woodperacre. The treewith the calipers is a red oak 13 inchesin diame
ter.Note that the slash has all been left as seen in the foreground. The
trees cut ranged in age from 70 to 125 years. Those left are probably
between 30 and 100 years.

The poli~y here is to maintain continuously a forest of the same gen
erat,fLppearanceas shown in the picture,making a cutting every fIf~een

year,s.

~ . S~1tonstall, . Compartment 26.
January, 1929.









PLATE 50. A SINGLE TREE' SELECTION CUTTING
IN THE HEIVILOCK-HARDWOOD TYPE

IN this particular spot the stand is alnl0stentirely hemlock. The large
tree in the center was rJmoved in 1927. This tree was 125 years of age
and 27 .inches in diameter inside bark on the stump. The .surrounding
timber ranges from 30 to 100 years ofage. The picture was taken ina
stand ., being handled , on · the group selection method. Where occasion
offered, as here, this was modified to the removal of single mature trees.
It ·is expected that this opening will seed in with hemlock and light
seeded hardwoods. Volume leftaftet cutting is '8,600 feet, board meas~

ure~ per acre.

Saltonstall,Compartment 26.

January, 1929.





PLATE 51. HEMLQCK:.HARDWOOD TYPE ' WITH
HE1\ILOCK IN THE DOMINANT COVER

AN unevenaged stand ne,~r the top ofa steep southern slope. This stand
received a selectiol). cutting in 1927.A number ,of trees ~ere removed
from the area shown in the picture. The trees cut ranged in ag~ from 70
to over 100 years. Most of the trees left are less.thal1 S0 years of age.
Exceptions occur, such as ,the tree by which the man is standing. This
tree is 13 inches in diameter, 70 feet in height, and about 80 years of

.age. The amount removed in the se.1ection cutting in Compartment 26
was:2,900 feet, board mea?ure,'and 10 cords ofwood per acre. The pres
ent 'st9-ndis3;20ofeet,board measure, and 4. cords per acre.

, Saltonstall, Compartment 26.
February, 1929.





PLATE 52. RELEASE CUTTING TO FREE PINE
BEFORE THE OPERATION

IN the center is shown a red pine badly in need of a release cutting. Be
side the red pine is a white oak seedling indicated by the caliper, which
also needs release. The prominent hardwood trees in the foreground are
hard maples and hickories. These, together with SOlne other hardwoods,
principally gray birch and cherry, must be removed to free the pine and
white oak. The white oak by the caliper is 10 feet high and approxi
mately 2 inches in diameter. The red pine in the center is 7 feet in height,
and the hard .maple in .the middle is 12 feet in .height, while the two
biggest hickories are 10 and I I feet in height. The gray birch ranges
from8to 12 feet. The age of the pine is IS years, and the hardwoods are
at least three years younger. A previous release cutting had been made
several years ago.

The ~nferior · overtopping hardwoods will be cut immediately. The
sallleviewafter the cutting canbe seen in Plate 53.

WestRiver, Compartment 6.
February, 1929.





PLATE 53. RELEASE CUTTING TO FREE PINE
AFTER THE OPERATION

THE saIne view as Plate 52, but after therelease cutting has been made.
The hardwoods which still appear are all well away from the pine or else
are shorter than the pine, so that they do not threaten to overtop the
latter. The red pine will corne up beside the white oak..There should be
room for both of them. Approximately one dozen trees have been cut to
help the whiteoak and red pine. The difference in growth which occurs
wh{m.the pine is not interfered with is indicated bythe red pines at the "
rigl1twhich have developed without suppression.

. 'Vest "River,Compartment 6.
February, 1929.





PLATE 54. RED PINE IN NEED OF PRUNING

THE interior of .a .red pine plantation showing .how persistent are the
branches on planted red pine. This plantation was l1:lade in the spring of
1915 with 3-year"':old transplants on a meadow of good soil. The original
spacing was 6 x 6 feet. At present 1;088 trees per acre are living. 'The
tree in the foreground ·is .5 inches in diameter. All the branches are .dead
from thegrou:nd up to and including the third whorl 'above the calipers.
As can be seen, many of these dead branches still retain their needles
and are not as yet brittle. It is believed that red pine inplantations must
be pruned if a butt log of good quality lumber is to be secured within a

reasonable time. The trees surrounding the centrai tree were pruned of
their lower branches before taking the picture in order to bring out more
clearly the character of the branches on the central tree. The total height
of this red pine is 2 I feet.

lVlaltby, Conipartment.36.
january".1929.





PLATE 55. THE RESULTS OF AFFORESTATION .

THIS forest of white pine was planted nineteen years ago on a brushy
field. The best trees, of which the individual in the 'foregroundis an
example, are 9 inches in diameter and 35 feet high. A considerable
amount hasbeeninyestedin this plantation. in planting the trees, pro
tecting them from fire, insects, and fungi, in removing shrubs and infe
rior species of tree$which threatened to overtop and smother the newly
planted pines, and in pruning the lower limbs from 1 soper acre of the
best individuals selected for the final tinlber crop. The lower ,seven
whorls of branches were pruned in December, 192. 7, and two more whorls
were taken 'off in January, 19 2 9. The pruning is now finished, as a butt
IOg()fmore than 17 feet is free of branches.

In August 60 pine trees per acre were sold, netting $15. The ,axe in
the foreground shows the location of ,one .' of •the trees removed. From
this age on it is expected that receipt$fromthinning tl1eplantation
should exceep. all expenditures. In thirty years the value of the standing
tilI~ber should be at le(lst $40C> per acre. Thisestimate is based on pres~

entprices" without allowance for appreciation in stumpage prices. The
dead branches Seen on the ground will be ,allowed to decay as they lie for
the purpose of increasing soil fertility .

Saltonstall, Compartment 8.
January, 1929~





PLATE 56. THINNING IN A vVHITE PINE ·PLANTATION

THIS wh~te pine plantation has just received a thinning. It was planted
in 1913. The tree in the foreground is 5 inches in diameter. Heights range
froffi2o feet to 30 feet. Four cords per acre wete removed in this thin
ning. Note the green slash on the ground. This i s all that is left after
cutting out wood to approximately two inches. Nothing will . be done
with the slash~ While the trees all appear to have been pruned, most, of
them were sotreated simply by knocking off the dead limbs with an axe
in order to facilitate the thinning. There are, ho~ever, selected pruned
trees such as the one in the right foreground which will be pr~ned up to
.17 feet above the ground in order to produce a clear butt log. This prun
ingis.done with a saw. Either this year or next year the pruning will be
carr~ed up to the full height of 17 feet. At the time of first pruning there
were 862trees per acre, and 224 of these were pruned. In making the
thinning the principle of a low thinning was followed in general, but was
varied sufficiently to make possible the renloval ·of dominant and co
dorninant trees badly affected by the white pine weevil. This ·standwas
tf(~.ated f~Offi early youth by having the weeviled leaders cut out each year
arid .burn~d. The consequence is that relatively few trees .were badly

~ weeviled, and after this thinp.ing trees which will have at least 17 feet
of .clear 'lQg will form the bulk of the · stand. The soil is ... of .excellent
quality.

l\1altby, Compartment 20.

February, 1929.
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